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ABSTRACT

In this work we investigate how the angular resolution
of a camera system influences the user experience in im-
mersive, interactive 3D applications. In order to investi-
gate that, we developed a parallax-based framework that
renders 3D models and tracks the user position by detect-
ing LEDs or infrared markers attached to 3D glasses. The
presented framework allows to simulate a system with an ar-
bitrary number of viewpoints by changing the resolution of
the users’ tracked position. Extensive subjective tests were
conducted where users interacted with the 3D models while
the number of available viewpoints (angular resolution) was
changed.

1. INTRODUCTION

3D glasses have long been the most significant reason of
complaint from consumers of 3D equipment. However, re-
cent technology advances in 3D display hardware have fi-
nally made possible the elimination of such glasses with
affordable autostereoscopic devices. In this scenario, im-
mersive applications have a greater appeal to consumers,
who may now interact with 3D content without the hassle
of having to wear uncomfortable glasses.

Unfortunately, such applications pose additional chal-
lenges to a 3D framework, requiring an observed scene to
be changed according to the user observation point of view.
This requirement imposes a huge limitation to practical ap-
plications, since for each point of view a user may assume, a
different scene perspective (view) must be acquired by one
camera, and reproduced by the multiview display. Systems
with low density of views are not becoming popular be-
cause they produce unsatisfactory user experiences. Recent
studies have shown that, for some monocular visualization
conditions, fluctuations in motion parallax can be perceived
even at a view spacing of 1.15 min of arc [1].

In this work we investigate how the angular distance be-
tween available views in an interactive multiview 3D frame-
work affects the user experience. Our methodology consists
of a system simulating a multiview environment employing
3D computer graphics models. The system performs eye
tracking, whose output is used to steer the 3D models. It al-
lows the visualization and manipulation of the 3D computer
graphics models with parallax effect, simulating the inter-
action with a physical object. The user position (viewpoint)
is precisely and reliably tracked by attaching LEDs or IR
patches to the 3D glasses, with the 3D view of the model
associated to the tracked position of the user being rendered
in real time and with low latency. The system can also in-
clude horizontal and vertical hyper parallax and zooming,
whereby the change in the position of the model is ampli-
fied relative to the one obtained with classical tracking. The
advantage of such a methodology compared to an actual
autostereoscopic display is that the number of viewpoints
obtainable by such a system is only limited by the reso-
lution of the tracking process. We took advantage of this
fact to simulate a multiview system with an arbitrary num-
ber of views by changing the resolution of the tracking grid.
The rendered view is switched to the viewpoints associated
to the available tracking positions. Using this system, one
can easily assess the effect that the number of views has on
the 3D experience without having to resort to complex and
expensive camera arrays and multiview displays. In fact,
the number of views can be almost arbitrarily large, and, in
principle, any form of transitions between views can be re-
produced. The assessment of the user experience is made
by conducting a large number of subjective tests, where the
users are asked to perform tasks associated to four 3D mod-
els. The tasks include, for instance, counting the number of
blocks of a certain color in 3D space or finding the coor-
dinates of a cube in a 3D grid. After completing the task,
the users are asked to grade impressions such as visual com-
fort, sense of immersion and model “fluidity” for different



tracking grid sizes.
Previous studies have tackled the problem of finding

the minimum density of views required to provide natu-
ral smooth motion-parallax on head-tracked multiview dis-
plays [2, 3, 4]. Similar research is presented in [1] for a
monocular view case, where the discontinuity perception
was investigated for multiple distances, number of views
and display configurations. However, these studies restricted
their investigation to the perceptual smoothness and did not
address other factors of the user experience, such as visual
comfort and sense of immersion. Works such as [5] and [6]
addressed 3D interactive applications involving motion par-
allax, but were more concerned with investigating and im-
proving depth perception. The influence of other aspects of
3D experience in the user perception was not considered.

We believe that the methodology used in this work can
be a useful tool for the design of multicamera/multiview 3D
systems. In fact, in this paper we show that the results ob-
tained so far have provided valuable insights into how char-
acteristics of multiview 3D systems such as angular density
of cameras, tracking strategy, etc., can affect user experi-
ence.

2. 3D FRAMEWORK

The nature of the conducted experiments required the devel-
opment of a specific stereoscopic augmented reality system
and visualization software.

2.1. 3D Software

In order to provide the users the means to visualize, inter-
act and manipulate the 3D models and sequences, a specific
software was developed. The software runs under Linux
and Windows and allows user interaction with the models
by tracking LEDs attached to the stereoscopic glasses or re-
flective patches when an IR camera is used. The system
tracks the user position and renders, in real time, the ap-
propriate view of the 3D model. The software also allows
the setting of a number of visualization parameters (such as
disparity, parallax amount, tracking delay, interpolation be-
tween views, among others) by a configuration file or on the
fly. The 3D model handling and rendering were performed
using the Open Scene Graph (v3.0.1) library [7].

2.2. 3D Room and Equipment

In order to assess the the quality of experience (QoE) in the
given application, a dedicated room for 3D video quality
evaluation was built. The room allows users to interact with
3D models or watch videos. Windows were covered with a
black curtain to allow better illumination control.

The equipment used in the experiments included a po-
larized 46” JVC 463D10U display with circular polarization
technology. The models were rendered using an NVIDIA
Quadro FX4800 video card and the implemented stereo-
scopic augmented reality system described in Section 2.1.
The system allows the tracking of the user position by using
either a regular camera (with LEDs attached to the stereo-
scopic glasses) or an IR camera (with reflective patches at-
tached to glasses).

2.3. Tracking and Angular View Resolution

The tracking was performed using IR patches images taken
from an OptiTrack V:120 Duo with two video sensors, each
with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels and frame rate of 60
frames per second. The horizontal and vertical angular res-
olution of a camera, usually expressed in degrees per pixel
(°/px), are defined respectively by

φH =
Hfov

W
;φV =

Vfov
H

, (1)

where W and H are respectively the width and height of
the camera sensor expressed in pixels and Hfov and Vfov
are the horizontal and vertical field of view of the camera,
given by

Hfov = 2arctan
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)
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, (2)

where w, h, and f are the metric width, height and focal
length of the camera.

For the camera used in the subjective tests, the angular
resolution corresponding to the maximum tracking resolu-
tion (640 × 480 pixels) was φH = φV = 0.09°/px, using
only one of the video sensors, with a Hfov = 55.4° and a
Vfov = 43.0°. At the observing distance of 2m from the
screen, this is equivalent to a multiview system with cam-
eras separated by 0.3cm.

2.4. View Interpolation

When one wants to create a realistic effect in a 3D inter-
active scene, one has to deal with the case when a user
assumes an intermediary position between two viewpoints.
This is particularly important when only a finite number of
camera positions are available. Strategies to handle such sit-
uation range from simply switching views at an intermedi-
ate physical position between available viewpoints to either
averaging the images from two consecutive points of view
or using sophisticated depth-based interpolation techniques.
In the developed framework, which uses the Open Scene
Graph library to create and render 3D models, the easier



way to implement viewpoint interpolation is through the
accumulation buffer technique which creates a fade in/fade
out effect, smoothing the view transition. In this technique,
given 0 < α < 1 and T > 0, the interpolation factor b(t) is

b(t) = α
t−t0
T , (3)

where t and t0 are the current and previous simulation times
(they depend on the scene frame rate), respectively. Each
frame (rendered scene) is multiplied by the b(t) factor and
accumulated in the buffer. Then the result of this operation
is displayed, creating the interpolation effect. In the end, the
observer would still see one of the neighboring views when
positioned in a intermediary view. However, this interpola-
tion techniques produce a temporal smoothing which masks
the transition discontinuities, similar to a motion blur, pro-
ducing the sensation of a smoother transition.

3. SUBJECTIVE TESTS SETUP

The test setup and procedures followed guidelines based on
the ITU-BT.1438 Recommendation [8]. A team of 15 evalu-
ators, undergraduate students with mixed backgrounds, from
both sexes with ages ranging from 18 to 25 years, took part
in the subjective tests. A screening procedure was con-
ducted to test the subjects’ visual acuity, composed of stereo
blindness and color blindness tests.

For the subjective experiments, the evaluators were asked
to carry out simple tasks that required interaction with the
synthetic 3D models. After completing the task, the users
were asked to answer a task-related question and to use a
discrete scale from 1 to 5 to assess the factors as stated in
the instructions below:

• Visual comfort: Refers to symptoms such as eyes tired-
ness, headache, nausea and dizziness. Grade this ex-
periment visual comfort (1 = very uncomfortable; 5 =
very comfortable);

• Sense of immersion: Refers to the sensation of im-
mersion in the 3D environment. Grade this experi-
ment’s sense of immersion (1 = poor; 5 = excellent);

• Experience as a whole: Grade the experience of the
performed test as whole (1 = very bad; 5 = excellent);

• Model fluidity level: Grade the model smoothness due
your movement (1 = very bumpy; 5 = very smooth);

These factors are similar to the perceptual dimensions
described on the new ITU-BT.2021 Recommendation [9]
and the ones proposed in [10] for 3D QoE evaluation. The
distance from the evaluators to the screen during a session
was 3Hd, where Hd is the monitor height. Four models
were evaluated at each session, each model with a distinct
set of parameters.

Table 1. Quantized points of view.
Mode Number of Views

(H × V )
Angular Resolution
(H × V )

1 32× 24 1.73°× 1.79°
2 64× 48 0.87°× 0.90°
3 80× 60 0.69°× 0.72°
4 160× 120 0.35°× 0.36°
5 320× 240 0.17°× 0.18°
6 640× 480 0.09°× 0.09°

4. TEST CASES

The tests performed were aimed to investigate how the inter-
play of angular density and view interpolation is perceived
by the users and influences their experience in a 3D inter-
active scenario. Different tracking resolutions (number of
viewpoints) were used to simulate a range of view angular
densities. The tests considered the settings shown in Ta-
ble 1.

The impact of these angular resolutions were assessed
by the evaluators in two situations. In the first one, no
interpolated view was generated: the rendered viewpoints
were simply switched when the user crossed the interme-
diate point between two available viewpoints. We refer to
this case as the “quantized” case. In the second, the interpo-
lation technique presented in Section 2.4 was employed to
generate interpolated views when users were positioned be-
tween two available viewpoints. No hyper parallax or hyper
zoom was used in any case.

4.1. Case 1: Quantized Viewpoints

In the simulations where no interpolation was performed
to generate intermediate views, four 3D models (and asso-
ciated tasks) were used. Model and task descriptions are
shown in Table 2. A representative picture of each model
can be seen in Figure 1.

4.2. Case 2: Interpolated Views

In the interpolated views case, the tests used models “Wall”
and “Grid” from case 1, and two additional models: “Car”
and “Plane” (see Figure 2), where the task involved asking
the users to simply interact with the model for 180 seconds.

In these tests, we assessed how the interpolation param-
eters of Eq. (3), persistence (T ) and accumulation (α), in-
fluenced the user experience. Users were asked to interact
with the models for different values of α and T . For these
tests, we used the angular resolution of 0.69°×0.72°, which



Table 2. Models and task descriptions for the quantized
viewpoint case.

Model Description Task

“Wall” A random number of
green cubes is gener-
ated.

Count the number of
green cubes.

“Earth” Sun-Earth-Moon
model, with rotation
and translation.

Count how many times
the Earth completes a
full rotation while the
Moon orbits it once.

“Grid” 3D grid with discrete
axis coordinates given
in terms of red, green
and blue colors. A
yellow cube is placed
on a random position
in the grid.

Find coordinates of
yellow cube in terms
of red, green and blue
axis.

“Game” A small sphere ran-
domly moves in 3D
space between col-
ored cubes.

Move around to rotate
the cubes model so the
small moving sphere is
never occluded (dura-
tion: 3 min)

is about the same as the one of commercially available au-
tostereoscopic displays [11].

In the experiments described here, we tested all combi-
nations of parameters α and T in the set {0.05, 0.1, 0.15,
0.2, 0.25}.

5. RESULTS

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the developed framework al-
lows the control of a number of viewing conditions and pa-
rameters. In order to eliminate the influence of disparity
variations in the experiments, the tests in this section were
conducted for three different disparity values (0.3, 0.6, and
0.8, the value of 1 corresponding to the average interocular
distance, 6.5cm). The presented results consist in the aver-
age assessment obtained for the three disparities.

Figure 3 shows the histograms of the average assess-
ment versus the angular resolutions for visual comfort, 3D
experience evaluation and model fluidity, computed over all
models. No view interpolation has been performed in this
case. Coarser angular resolutions resulted in bad to regular
assessments. It is also interesting to notice that no satura-
tion point could be observed in terms of angular resolution.
This means that users can still notice improvements in the
model fluidity due to their movement for angular resolu-
tions as high as 0.09°/px. This result is in agreement with
the ones obtained in [3] and [4]. There, the required angu-
lar resolution for smooth motion parallax in a stereoscopic

(a) “Wall” (b) “Earth”

(c) “Grid” (d) “Game”

Fig. 1. 3D models used for quantized viewpoints.

(a) “Car” (b) “Plane”

Fig. 2. Additional 3D models used for interpolated view-
points.

head-tracked environment were assessed as 0.083°/px and
0.068°/px, respectively. We can also observe that visual
comfort and experience evaluations were not significantly
affected even in the cases where model fluidity received
lower grades. We believe that the immersive, interactive na-
ture of the conducted experiments help to mask the effect of
coarser angular resolutions in terms of the quality of experi-
ence. This behavior can be better seen in the histograms for
the individual models in Figure 4 (not all models are shown
due to lack of space). Although assessments are similar for
all models, it can be noticed that angular resolution is more
critical to models that demand a higher degree of interaction
from the user, such as “Game”.

Table 3 presents the normalized mean grades for two an-
gular resolutions, 0.69°×0.72° and 0.17°×0.18°, for some
assessed values of parameters α and T . The grades values
were statistically processed for each participant, subtract-
ing the individual bias and normalizing by the maximum
and minimum grade per factor, generating grades inside the
[0, 1] interval. As shown, interpolating the views leads to



(a) Visual Comfort Vs. Angular Resolution

(b) Experience Evaluation Vs. Angular Resolution

(c) Model Fluidity Vs. Angular Resolution

Fig. 3. Quality of Experience per angular resolution.

(a) “Grid”: Model fluidity

(b) “Earth”: Model fluidity

(c) “Game”: Model fluidity

Fig. 4. Model fluidity per angular resolution.



Table 3. Mean grades per angular resolution/interpolation
parameters

Resolution 0.69°× 0.72° 0.35°× 0.36°
(α, T ) No Interp. (0.10, 0.20) (0.15, 0.10) No Interp.

Vis. Comfort 0.66± 0.34 0.70± 0.20 0.73± 0.27 0.70± 0.34

Fluidity 0.64± 0.32 0.63± 0.26 0.77± 0.24 0.71± 0.30

Experience 0.72± 0.28 0.58± 0.36 0.70± 0.35 0.77± 0.26

an increase in the mean grade. In fact, these preliminary
results suggest that the use of view interpolation allows at
least a twofold decrease in the angular resolution. This trend
is more evident on the perceived fluidity of the motion. In
addition, the results also show that the interpolation param-
eters must be correct chosen, as a wrong selection can re-
sult in quality losses. Excess on any interpolation param-
eter produces images with blur, which is interpreted as an
incorrect depth cue, producing discomfort [12]. It must be
pointed out that the large standard deviation figures in Ta-
ble 3 indicate that more extensive subjective tests should be
performed in order to validate our conclusions, task that is
presently under way.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work we have investigated the influence of angular
resolution of viewpoints in a multiview, interactive 3D sce-
nario. We presented a 3D immersive, interactive framework
that allowed us to simulate a multiview system with an ar-
bitrary number of available views by changing the tracking
resolution of the system. Extensive subjective tests have
indicated that while users are very sensitive to angular res-
olution in multiview 3D systems, this sensitivity tends to be
not as critical in interactive applications.

We also presented a viewpoint interpolation strategy and
assessed the quality of the experience with this approach.
Preliminary results points that interpolating the intermedi-
ate views is a promising technique to reduce the required
view density without degrading the perceived 3D experi-
ence quality. Current works include performing more ex-
tensive subjective tests, as well as investigating interpola-
tion with a finer grid. Also, these tests should be performed
using more realistic 3D models and other interpolation tech-
niques.
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